1933/34

CANTONAL HOSPITAL ZURICH
STATE TECHNICAL SCHOOL MANNHEIM
COMPETITION ENTRIES
Cantonal hospital Zurich, 1933/34
The ideas competition for a new cantonal hospital in Zurich was put out to tender in 1933 among
Swiss architects. The architects' offices Steger in Zurich employed Pius Pahl to take part in the
design for their entry. Pius Pahl did all the drawings. The project was placed 6th.
From the Jury protocol: "The project is an independent solution for the greater hospital complex.
The centralization of administration and all poly-clinics in a 470m long and approximately 50 m
wide saw-tooth roofed building with rectangular treatment tracts connected and the four inpatient high rise buildings receiving maximum light because of their oblique position. This
organisational arrangement emphasizes the importance of the poly-clinics within the entire
complex. It is a setting that creates strongly centralized operational possibilities [...] The forecourts,
main entrance portal with porter's lodge and traffic flow are well designed. The administration and
reception offices are well structured. The general administrative areas and neatly arranged
reception and counter halls are appropriately connected. The inner connections to the in-patient
areas run smoothly. The connecting corridors are perfectly fitting, short and directly lit [...]."
State Technical School Mannheim, 1933
Pius Pahl had successfully concluded his Bauhaus training, when he, together with Bauhaus
graduate Max Enderlin, participated in the competition for a State Technical College in
Mannheim. The design features a clear compact structure of the entire complex and functional
individual ground plan solutions. Architectural design elements are referred to as elements of a
new style of building.

In-patient high rise building view from South

Competition model
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Site plan of the entire complex

Isometry

Ground plan ground floor
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1940

PRIMARY SCHOOL
ANDERNACH
COMPETITION ENTRY
The competition entry for the primary school in Andernach marks the beginning of a series of
successful school building designs. Pius Pahl utilizes the sloping site, staggering three school
tracts, connected by an open passageway which serves simultaneously as the break hall. The
classrooms are lit from the south necessitating sun protection measures. Though the windows
on the south side appear large, the appearance from the street side seems rather closed. The
overall symmetrical design, the high rectangular windows, the bars on the entrance door and
ground floor windows give the building a rigorous and rather forbidding appearance.

Class room storey

Isometry of entire complex
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1937

MEMORIAL
SAARLAUTERN
COMPETITION ENTRY, 1ST PRIZE
In 1937 Pius Pahl was awarded for his competition entry for the memorial in Saarlautern 1st
prize. Prof. Heinrich Schmitt acted as chairman of the Jury. The requirements for the memorial in
Saarlautern were similar to the one in Mundenheim, yet, a different architectural approach is
apparent. The competition entry documents the problems and compromises of the time.
The clear geometrical structure of Mundenheim makes way for a form yielding to local
conditions and the strongly rational appearance is replaced by a more organic expression. The
massive, angular tower is designed and placed for its long-distance effect. In ascending to the
memorial, the broad stairway appears, in this natural environment to be over dramatized. The
layout for the memorial court was to cater for mass events.

Section

Site plan
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Section

Total view from below the hill

View of the memorial and the surrounding landscape

View with entrance situation
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1937, 1941

HITLER YOUTH REGIONAL SCHOOL FOR OFFICERS SAARPFALZ
DEPARTMENT STORE METZ
Architect's office Prof. Rudolf Krüger, Saarbrucken
The architect's office of Prof. Rudolf Krüger in Saarbrucken in co-operation with Pius Pahl, in
August 1937, created the design for the Regional School for Officers of the Hitler Youth Region
Saarpfalz. Pius Pahl, on account of some competition wins, had become know in the region.
Krüger, having received numerous commissions for big Hitler Youth buildings in the Saarland,
asked for his cooperation. Subsequently, Pius Pahl relinquished his employment in the city of
Saarbrucken’s Building Construction Department.

Architect's office Latteyer & Schneider, Ludwigshafen
After voluntarily leaving the Building office Rimpl, Pius Pahl from May 1941 worked as chief
architect at the architect's office Karl Latteyer & Hans Schneider in Ludwigshafen. After one year
he was conscripted. Released from American captivity in March 1946, he opened his first
personal architect's office in Wachenheim.

Regional School for Officers Region Saarbrucken August 1937, ground plan ground floor
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Regional School for Officers Region Saarbrucken, East and South fronts

Department Store "Kaufhaus am
Metz 1941

Department Store "Kaufhaus am Römertor" in
Markt" in Metz 1941
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1938/41

HAVERLAHWIESE I
REICHSWORKS "HERMANN GÖRING"
The shaft mine Haverlahwiese 1 is one of a number of projects Pius Pahl prepared in the years
1938/41 at the Building office Rimpl. After collaborating for half a year with the establishment of
the Heinkel works in Oranienburg, Pius Pahl became section leader in Ringelheim. He was
responsible for developing the site plan, the preliminary draft and design plans and details of the
coop and pit buildings.
Haverlahwiese is situated in a forest area south of Salzgitter. Machine buildings, conveyor
plants, workshops and the pit house are grouped around the pit yard. The setting of the
buildings above the railway tracks is part of the inner operations flow. Designing the
administration building and wages hall was the main focus. The red clinker appears dominant
and the high rectangular windows structure the building. The buildings are simple, reduced to
cubes with variations in roof and window structures. Pius Pahl was also responsible for the
following industrial buildings:
Preliminary draft steel works Linz
Shaft mine Haverlahwiese 2
Shaft mine Hannoversche Treue 2
Brickworks Kniestedt
Shaft mine Hannoversche Treue 3
Water purification plant Heiningen
Water softening plant Adersheim

1938
1938/40
1939/40
1939/40
1940
1940
1940

Site plan and photograph of model shaft mine Haverlahwiese 1
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Site views during building phase, 1939/40
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1938/41

HANNOVERSCHE TREUE 2
REICHSWORKS "HERMANN GÖRING"
During the national-socialist reign the building office of Herbert Rimpl became probably the
greatest collecting tank for the remaining modern architects in Germany. The building office
Rimpl was part of the Reichsworks corporation for ore mining and iron works "Hermann
Göring", founded in July 1937. The concern had by 1940 grown to more than 600.000 employees,
representing worldwide the greatest concentration of industrial might and the office Rimpl,
responsible for the architecture, subsequently had grown as well. The office Rimpl had
subsidiaries all over Germany with approximately 700 employees, among them the Bauhaus
graduates Gerd Balzer, Heinrich S. Bormann, Wilhelm J. Heß, Hubert Hoffmann, Max Enderlin,
Fritz Koch, Pius Pahl, Walter Tralau and Gerhard Weber. They did not work here secretly and
Rimpl also did not care about party membership. It seems that the formal repertoire of
modernity in respect of industrial building was also brought to bear in the NS system.
It is a post war legend though, that the building office Rimpl had been a hiding place for
modernity in industrial building. For one, many industrial buildings were by no means buildings
designed with the functionality of "New Building" in mind, and then, being as a rule military
production units, functionality and social goals were all too easily pushed aside.
See also: Nerdinger, W. (Ed.): Bauhaus-Modern im Nationalsozialismus . - Munich 1993

Captions plans:

Shaft mine Hannoversche Treue 2, wages Hall
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Shaft mine Hannoversche Treue 2, draft of the wages hall

Shaft mine Hannoversche Treue 2, view

Shaft mine Hannoversche Treue 2

Shaft mine Haverlahwiese 2, variant 2
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1946/47

CITY CENTRE KOBLENZ
CITY CENTRE ZWEIBRÜCKEN
RECONSTRUCTION COMPETITIONS
Competition city centre Koblenz
By the end of the 40s, cities suitable for cars were seen to be the ideal for reconstruction. The
historical grid town was considered unsuitable for traffic and contrary to the "modern version"
of reconstruction. The city of Koblenz had been hard hit by numerous air raids. 87% of the inner
city was totally destroyed or severely damaged. Pius Pahl's competition entry for the
reconstruction of the city centre is the attempt, typical for its time, to plan the reconstruction to
a larger scale of urban renewal, following the model of the modern city suitable for cars. Wide
streets and the scale of the new buildings, threatened the character and complexity of the old
Koblenz. Pius Pahl tried to counteract this by focussing on the intersections and modifying the
rigorous geometrical forms of the building, while respecting to a great degree the old street
network.
The planning model for the reconstruction in 1957 still was: "The pre-destruction building layout
cannot be the new model as this had already been experienced as a straight-jacket. [...] The grid
layout with partly very narrow streets and offset junctions would not allow a smooth and ordered
flow of traffic and in its uniformity is also not very interesting from a business point of view. [...] His
plans focus particularly on traffic flow."
Joseph Schnorrbach, Mayor of Koblenz

Draft of site plan city centre Koblenz
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Isometry with church square and
new shopping streets in Koblenz

Partial site plan Koblenz centre

Views of town hall, church, private houses and shops at
market square in Zweibrucken

Site Plan Zwiebrücken

Ground floor ground plans of town hall, church and
shops at market square in Zweibrücken
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1948

ECA DEVELOPMENT BUILDINGS MAINZ
HOUSES TYPE A/B/C
COMPETITION ENTRY
From 1951 to 1953 in 15 cities of the Federal Republic of Germany, experimental housing
schemes, financed with ERP funds, the so-called ECA-housing schemes, were built. They were a
significant contribution to the development of social housing. With state and US subsidies
housing space suitable for families was to be created for people with a lower income. The
housing shortage in the wake of the Second World War needed to be dealt with to avoid social
stress. Planning was based on empirical values in respect of the needs of an average family with
a normal income. Any reference to the circumstances of an "ideal family", as was customary
under Le Corbusier and corresponding to the model of the "new man" of modernity, was
relinquished.
The competitions for the building of ECA-housing estates were organized regionally and opened
new perspectives for building techniques, building forms and implementation of social housing.
These experimental buildings were occasioned by the far too lengthy and costly "guild system"
within the German building industry, a view shared by the Americans. Consequently, planning
was done relatively independent of building inspection regulations. In this way it was possible to
ease the planning methods which since the end of the 20s had become increasingly rigid. The
building production was organized along new principles and new building materials and
building methods (assembly-line work) were employed.
These housing schemes showed particularly valuable solutions in respect of city planning. They
deviated significantly from the conservative canon of forms of many post-war housing estates.
All ECA-housing schemes shared the ribbon development aligned toward light and sun,
neglecting rigid building zoning schemata, creating urban planning spaces and avoiding throughtraffic. The apartments had as an essential innovation the separation of kitchen and living room
and they were equipped with bathrooms and heating. Many of the attempts of the time are still
being further developed today.
ECA-apartments were to be assigned to industrial and agricultural workers, predominantly
refugees and people affected by war-damage. All ECA-building schemes contained different
building types: rental housing, single family homes and owner-occupied flats. 30 % of all housing
units in the ECA-program were single family homes with gardens, even though, in 1951, the huge
housing shortage gave rise to concerns that rental housing should be given priority over single
family homes.

ECA = Economic Cooperation Administration (of the USA)
ERP = European Recovery Program (Marshall plan)
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House type A, ground plan
upper floor

House type A, South, West and North view

House type B, East, North, West and South
view
House type B, ground plans cellar,
Ground and upper floor, cross
section

House type C, ground plans cellar,
ground and upper floor, cross section

House type C, East, North, West and South
view
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1948

THE "GROWING HOUSE"
COMPETITION ENTRY
One of the most pressing problems after 1945 was the elimination of the housing shortage. In the
western zones in the later Federal Republic of Germany social home building focussed on
creating small private property ownership. During this period the experiences in respect of the
"growing house" which Ludwig Hilbeseimer had acquired at the Bauhaus, were drawn on. In the
Dessauer period Hilbeseimer developed complex settlement structures with equal, angular
building units aligned with the sun. The centre of the settlement contained kitchen, bath,
living/sleeping area and an additional room and could be extended with extra functional
building blocks. Hilberseimer's attempts remained however theoretical. In practice only two
models were developed further: the traditional free standing single house and the row house.
In the post war period competitions for the "growing house" were tendered. In this 1948
competition entry Pius Pahl researched the growing two storey row house type and drew on his
extensive studies under Hilberseimer. After publication of his work in the journal "Bauen und
Wohnen" Hermann Henselmann offered him a position at the "Weimarer Hochschule für
Baukunst und Bildende Künste", which Pahl however did not accept. Shortly afterwards he took
up a teaching post at the "Bau- und Kunstschule" in Mainz.

A. Growing house, 1st proposition

West side

East side

Ground plan ground floor
plan

Ground plans cellar and upper floor, site
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B. Growing house, second proposition

Court site

Entrance site

Ground plan ground floor

Ground plan upper floor

C. Growing house, third proposition

Entrance site

Garden site

Ground plan ground floor

Ground plans cellar and upper floor
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1947/50

SOCIAL RELIEF SERVICES BADEN-BADEN
MAINZ AND KAISERSLAUTERN
RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
In 1948 there was a shortage of 5 million apartments in the old Federal Republic alone. By 1963
this shortage was to a great extent eliminated. The newly constructed apartments in comparison
to the ones before the war, were of a higher standard. Many buildings however can also be
regarded as examples of the lack of orientation in architectural development in the first years
after the war. Confronted with the immense shortage of housing, existing facades, often the only
re-constructible elements of the old buildings, were simply repeated.
The newly established social relief services, cooperating intensively with town councils, house
and property owners, aimed at supporting reconstruction efforts. Restructuring of properties,
the preparation of building sites and building operations were as much part of their duties as
providing financial support through building loans. Town building offices did the overall
planning, local architects executed individual projects within that framework and the support
offices of the social relief services acted as property developers. Pius Pahl worked closely
together with the social relief services Baden-Baden in the cities of Mainz and Kaiserslautern.

Mainz, working group Gartenfeldplatz/Kurfürstenstraße after the reconstruction
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Kaiserslautern, typical reconstruction
object

Kaiserslautern, Bierstraße

Kaiserslautern, reconstruction planning
Königsstraße 29 and 31

Kaiserslautern, typical closure of breaches

Main, Work group Gartenfeldplatz/Kurfürstenstraße
after the reconstruction
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1949

GÜRZENICH COLOGNE
DIDIER COMPANY HEADQUARTERS WIESBADEN
COMPETITION ENTRIES
Competition entry reconstruction Gürzenich Köln, 1949
The competition for the reconstruction of the Gürzenich, the Gothic guild hall in Cologne, in 1949
was one of the most interesting and contentious competitions in Germany. The winners, Karl
Band and Rudolf Schwarz executed their design in the years 1951-1955. The Gürzenich is today
regarded as an architectural Gesamtkunstwerk of the German post war period.
Pius Pahl's entry is characterized by its careful handling of the old Gürzenich and by restrained
yet confident extensions. Next to the clearly structured annex in the Martinstraße, the penthouse-like recessed and glassed-in roof top and pavilion-like extension of the ground floor
toward Gürzenichstraße are noteworthy.

Isometry

View from Gürzenichstraße

View from Martinstraße

Competition DIDIER headquarters
Wiesbaden, July 1949, 1st prize
The competition entry for the DIDIER headquarters in Wiesbaden was developed as a
collaborative project with the architect's office Nissen-Schaeffer-Heyrothsberger in Wiesbaden
and was awarded 1st prize. The main facade with the imposing entrance area is balanced in its
proportions and accentuated structure. The clear organisation of the ground plan and the expert
use of the sloping site characterize a design type which Pius Pahl developed independently.
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